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Optional Projects 

 

Year 5 – Produce a fact file on a Spanish-

speaking country in Latin America. You could 

include: location, climate, tourist landmarks, 

traditions, recipes and famous people from that 

country. 

 

Year 6 – Research the recipe for your favourite 

meal and produce a poster about the recipe in 

Spanish. 

 

Year 7 – Produce a fact file on a German-

speaking country. You could include: location, 

climate, tourist landmarks, traditions, recipes and 

famous people from that country. 

 

Year 8 – Research the recipe for your favourite 

meal and produce a poster about the recipe in 

German. 

 

 

Compulsory Homework 

Autumn 2 – Multiple choice quiz. 

Y5: Create a multiple-choice quiz for your class with 10 questions about Spanish greetings, numbers, days of 

the week, and months of the year. 

Y6: Create a multiple-choice quiz for your class with 10 questions about Spanish clothes, food and drink. 

Y7: Create a multiple-choice quiz for your class with 10 questions about German greetings, numbers, days 

of the week, and months of the year. 

Y8: Create a multiple-choice quiz for your class with 10 questions about German key words on the holiday 

topic.  

Example questions: 

a) What is the Spanish word for ‘blue’? 1) azul, 2) rojo, 3) blanco, 4) amarillo 

b) What does ‘Freund’ mean? 1) bread, 2) pet, 3) friend, 4) eyes. 

c) What is the correct spelling for the German word for house? 1) Hous, 2) Haus, 3) Hause, 4) Hows. 

 

Spring 2 –Word search. 

Y5: Create a word search in Spanish about family members that your class can play to develop their 

language skills. Your clues should be in English and the answers in Spanish. 

Example: Hint – grandfather  Answer – abuelo 

Y7 & Y8:  Create a word search in German with any adjectives that your class can play to develop their 

language skills. Your clues should be in English and the answers in German. 

Example: Hint – sporty Answer- sportlich 

 

Summer 2 – Alphaboxes. 

Y5 & Y6: Create a box for each letter A-Z. In each box, write as many key words in Spanish as possible that 

begin with that letter. The key words can come from any topic that you have studied in class this 

academic year. 

Y7 & Y8: Create a box for each letter A-Z. In each box, write as many key words in German as possible that 

begin with that letter. The key words can come from any topic that you have studied in class this 

academic year. 


